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Once the time came to make the final step of moving, it dawned on my partner and I that all the
beautiful furniture we had spent years purchasing and trying to shelter from any harmful damage
would now have to be handed over to a removalist company and make the long journey to our new
home.

This was a decision my partner and I had to strongly consider not only did we want to be confident
that our furniture was in capable hands and in a safe environment we also wanted to make sure it
was cost effective and we were getting what we were paying for, an exceptional service that
provided assurance and put our minds at ease, this is when we discovered Quick Pick movers.
When youâ€™re moving house itâ€™s important to make sure to use the right moving company. This is
exactly what happened when we chose Quick Pick Movers.

THE RIGHT CHOICE

From the very first call we were embraced by a kind and friendly voice, willing to help and making
the daunting task of moving seem effortless. The greeting was so friendly, the kind of reception you
would receive from a family member with a can do attitude.  Questions were answered promptly,
and there was nothing that was ever too much trouble or anything that could not be answered. We
instantly felt this was the company that would be suitable to help us through our transition, and the
rapport only built and grew from that point on.

After making the call and gathering the much needed reassurance, we were on our way to making
the biggest move of our lives. The greeting voice soon turned up to our door on time as promised
and finally a face was put to the friendly words we had heard. Working in teams of two the
removalists immediately introduced themselves and kindly requested to inspect the furniture that we
had spoken so highly of over the phone. My partner and I guided the removalists through our home
stopping at each individual item as requested by the movers, so that it could be assessed. The right
materials that would be needed to wrap up our items, so that no damage would be done, and so
they would arrive in the same condition, are used to ensure the safe transfer.

Not only were the movers helpful by advising us how the move would be made, they were
acknowledging of all our concerns. They explained how the trucks were equipped with hydraulic lifts
to shift the furniture from ground to the trucks interior. This made us realize that we had employed a
company that would most certainly ensure our furniture was safe from harm, as it was clear their
employees servicing customers was also a top priority.

THE END RESULT

The removalists soon got to work and one by one our furniture was wrapped and sealed making
their way to the powerful trucks for their journey home, the entire experience was splendid in fact it
made us want to move and drove our attention away from fear and towards anticipation of the next
stage in our lives. Being freed from worry we were able to set our focus towards our future together
and the excitement of making the final step towards a stable new life, and the best part is all that we
were required to do was put our feet up and bid a farewell until we were to meet again, it just doesnâ€™t
get much better than that.

Quick pick movers were there for us in a time of need to look after everything from A â€“ Z, they were
the blissful relief you long for in an anxious time, the kind you so desperately hope to find when you
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feel that you are unsure and overwhelmed. Quick pick movers made this a peaceful and
uncomplicated time in our lives and also made a lasting impression as both my partner, and I would
most certainly recommend their services to anyone who really values the care and safety of their
home furniture. One of the best things is not just the service but the reasonable pricing which makes
them cheap removals in Melbourne.
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Kostas Theodoropoulos - About Author:
My story is a typical one as most people will someday go through the same motion. My name is
kostas and when I was growing up I always dreamed of having my own house. I would stand
outside the store windows to see what new furniture was out. I loved home decor magazines and
was always interested in different colours and styles. Mixing and matching things were fun, but I
was always in the market for quality furniture and pieces that will keep their style and last the test of
time. So when it came time got the better a Melbourne removalists. I believe that he chose the best
and a cheap movers Melbourne.
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